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SESSION STRUCTURES 

SAT & SUN PRE FOUNDATION SESSION 

9.30am - 11.00am 
 

9.20 - Arrival 

As the kids arrive, straight into learning the LFS challenge. 
 

9.30am - Technical, Unopposed Practice - 20 mins 

With a ball each or a ball between two max (with the exception of when we do 

passing). A simple practice that works intensely on the technical topic of the day. 

Ensure the highest possible repetition and give technical detail to improve the 

technique of the individual. 

 
9.50am - TAG Game - 10 mins 

Touch and Go Game to get the kids enhancing their ABC’s and Fundamental 

movements. 

Needs to be a different TAG game every week. 
 

10.00am - 1v1, Overload, Opposed or Semi-Opposed Practice, - 20 mins 

An activity that will challenge the players but pitched at a simple level of difficulty to 

allow them plenty of success. Practice design must be simple. 
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10.20am - Small Sided Games - 35 mins 

3 teams of 4 players max. Short, high intensity games. There needs to be structure and 

tactical development in the matches. Matches are competitive. Focus of games should 

be that all players are included, every player is getting touches and contributing. Try to 

condition the matches to bring out the topic. 

 
The team that is off should be playing a 2v2 game on the min pitch, using Target 

goals. 

 
11.25am - End Session - 5 mins 

De-brief, Organize Equipment and players of the day. 
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SESSION STRUCTURES 
SAT & SUN FOUNDATION SESSION 
11.00am - 12.30pm, 1hr 30min Session 

 

10.50 - Arrival 

As the kids arrive, straight into learning the LFS challenge. 
 

11.00am - Technical, Unopposed Practice - 20 mins 

With a ball each or a ball between two max (with the exception of when we do 

passing). A simple practice that works intensely on the technical topic of the day. 

Ensure the highest possible repetition and give technical detail to improve the 

technique of the individual. 

 
11.20am - TAG Game - 10 mins 

Touch and Go Game to get the kids enhancing their ABC’s and Fundamental 

movements. 

Needs to be a different TAG game every week. 
 

11.30am - 1v1, Overload, Opposed or Semi-Opposed Practice, - 20 mins 

An activity that will challenge the players but pitched at a simple level of difficulty to 

allow them plenty of success. Practice design must be simple. 

 
11.50am - Small Sided Games - 35 mins 

 

3 teams of 4 players max. Short, high intensity games. There needs to be structure and 

tactical development in the matches. Matches are competitive. Focus of games should 

be that all players are included, every player is getting touches and contributing. Try to 

condition the matches to bring out the topic. 
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The team that is off should be playing a 2v2 game on the min pitch, using Target 

goals. 

 
12.27pm - End Session - 5 mins 

De-brief, Organize Equipment and players of the day. 
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SESSION STRUCTURES 

FUTSAL 

4.30pm – 6.00pm 
 
 
4.30pm - Unopposed Technical Practice - 25 mins 

 
Practice 3 different skills to beat a defender, 7 minutes per skill. 

Ball each to ensure highest possible repetition. Focus on technique and tempo. Last 4 

minutes used to practice combining all three skills. 

 
4.55pm - 1v1’s - 25 mins 

 
1v1 Practice to beat the defender and score in a goal. Each should be very quick and 

preferable if the practice be run with two 1v1’s happening simultaneously. Competitive 

element is important. 

 
5.25pm - Small Sided Games - 30 mins 

 
5v5 or 3 teams of 4. Short, high intensity games. 

Focus of games should be players being creative, especially to get out of tight 

situations and encourage the players to be positive and take risks in 1v1’s. 

 
5.55pm - First whistle & Pack away - 1 min 

 
5.55pm - Second whistle & Come into middle - 4 mins 

 
De-brief and Samba Stars 
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SESSION STRUCTURES 

ADVANCED 

4.30 - 6.00pm 
 

4.30pm - Unopposed Technical Practice - 25 mins 

A practice that works intensely on particular techniques. Ensure the highest possible 

repetition and give technical detail to improve the technique of the individual. 

Ball each where needed to ensure highest possible repetition. Focus on technique and 

tempo. 

 
4.55pm - TAG Game - 10 mins 

Touch and Go Game to get the kids enhancing their ABC’s and Fundamental 

movements. 

Needs to be a different, lively, fun TAG game every week. 
 

5.05pm - 1v1, Overload, Opposed Practice - 25 mins 

An opposed activity into a goal. Lots of challenge and lots of go’s, high intensity. 
 

5.30pm - Small Sided Games - 25 mins 
 

Small sided high intensity games. 

Focus of games should be players being creative, especially to get out of tight 

situations and encourage the players to be positive and take risks in 1v1’s. 

 
5.55pm - Pack away & De-brief - 5 mins 
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SESSION STRUCTURES 

TEAM TRAINING 

4.30 - 6.00pm 
 

4.30pm - Unopposed Technical Practice (Warm Up) - 20 mins 
 

Warm up must incorporate Awareness and Receiving, however the practice can focus 

on any technical topic. 

 
1 Ball between 3 or 4 is optimal. Repetition should be very high. 

 
 

 
4.50pm - Sharpness - 10 mins 

 
SAQ Games & Exercises Where we condition the players and set the physical output 

we expect from them. 

Developing Sharpness: Athletic Ability & Condition the Player’s Psychological Approach. 
 
 
 

5.00pm - Possession Practice - 30 mins 
 

How we practice, improve and instill our playing style; 

Practices should be geared towards: Improving Possession Football, Dictating Tempo, 

Working Hard to win the ball back. 

High Intensity. No more than 12 players in a practice. 
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5.30pm - Game Related Practice OR Coached SSG - 25 mins 

 
Opportunity to work on a specific element of the team’s play. 

Practice must resemble a game and work on something you want the team to execute 

in matches. This can focus on any topic in possession, out of possession or transition. 

 
Aim to incorporate all of the elements of your session in the Game. 

Coach the outcomes you want. Reinforce our Ethos, Playing Style & Identity 
 

5.55pm - Pack Away & De-brief - 5 mins
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LFS GOOD COACHING PRACTICE 
 

ORGANISATION 
 

Set Up: 
 

You could argue that this has nothing to do with your ability to coach. However in 

terms of creating a good and quality environment. You MUST Stick to the timings and 

maintain the area tidy during the session. 

 
Timings: 

 
Please be conscious of the clock and manage your practice so that you get the most 

out of the short time you have per practice. 

 
It is really worth being organized with cones etc. so it doesn’t take you 5 minutes to 

set up each practice. 
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GENERAL DELIVERY 

 
1 Minute Explanation times 

 
Limit your explanations and Demo’s to 1 minute. If you’re concise and clear it can be 

done. 
 

Coach Individuals 
 

If someone is struggling no need to stop and coach the whole group. Go and work 

with that individual. There’s no need to disrupt the flow of the session. 
 

Positive Reward, Praise 

 

We are here to make the kids feel FANTASTIC and BUILD their CONFIDENCE. Reward 

and praise good behavior, give positive Feedback, be animated and happy with them. 

 
Have high standards and be very strict as well. They must know their boundaries. 

 
High Standards 

 
Don’t accept bad technique, sloppy passing or lazy attitude. Have standards and 

expectations. Be bold in stopping the practice or game and demanding better from the 

player. Obviously take into account the ability of the player. 
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PROGRESSIONS 

Keep score, make competitive 
 

All the opposed practices are 20 minutes. Use the first 10 minutes to ensure everyone 

has practiced and teams rotated. Use the second 10 minutes to make the practice 

competitive. Children love this and it will massively increase the tempo and application 

of the players. 

 
 

UNOPPOSED PRACTICES 
 

Numbers in your practice 
 

Be creative and intelligent to avoid long queues. If you’re doing 1v1’s you should be 
looking to split the group in two or even three and have several practices running at the 
same time. 
Coach Technique 

 
Technique, Technique, Technique – Repetition Repetition Repetition 

Otherwise, are players will learn to (get very good at) doing something the wrong way. 
 

Alternate Feet 
 

It is OUR responsibility to make sure that we develop our players to use both feet. In 

every unopposed practice, we need to make sure the players are alternating feet. 
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TAG GAMES 

 
Avoid Players being ‘Out’ 

 
Rather than a player just being out and having to wait to get back in, use a different 

strategy to penalize or reward the ones who haven’t been caught. We want all the 

players to running around for as long as possible within the 10 minutes. 

 
 
1v1 PRACTICES 

 
Small Groups 

 
We DO NOT DO BUS QUEUE’s, therefore when we practice 1v1’s we split our group 
into small groups ideally 4. This means the kids get much more practice and repetition. 
 
 
OVERLOADS 

 
Players off the Ball Movement 

 
Most of our Overloaded Practices are into a goal. It’s a great opportunity to teach our 

players to get in the habit of pulling away from the defender so our players will be 

more effective in front of goal. 
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MATCHES 

 
Numbers per Team 

 
You must use matches to develop players’ understanding of the tactical concepts of 

Football. Many of our players have no idea about positioning or decision making. 

Matches are there to develop this. 

 
We have target goals so that we can keep our matches small sided. Me must not be 

playing 7 a side because: 

 
- It then becomes only about the players who dominate. 

- Weaker players do not get the ball, lose confidence and do not improve. 

- Games are chaotic and unstructured 
 

We play 4 or 5 (MAX) a-side because: 

- It means the team that are off can go a play a 2v2 game in a tight area with lots 

of challenge 

-  
You can structure the game better and coach them the concepts of the game 
i.e. to create space, defend compactly, keep the ball on the floor. 

- Everyone gets much more of the ball. 

- More space on the pitch means the kids will get more success 
 

Rotate Goalkeepers 
 

Ensure that everyone has the opportunity to play in goal and outfield and this should 

be done evenly. 
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Theme, Conditions, Outcomes 

 
When we play matches it is our opportunity to see what we’ve been able to teach the 

kids and it is the players opportunity to demonstrate what they’ve learnt and 

improved. 

 
We can manufacture and condition the games to get our desired outcomes, related to 

the themes: 

 
I.e. On a passing week: Keep a tally of how many passes each team makes. And 

awarding the team who has completed most passes. 

 
On a Dribbling week: Not allow any forward passes in the opponent’s half or final 

third. 
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SATURDAY & SUNDAY SET UP & PACK DOWN JOBS LIST: 
Date: 

Coach Set Up Job: Coach: Arrival 

Time: 

YDP Set Up or AM Pack Down 

Job: 

Coach: YDP Pack Down Job: 

Prep x2 Goals 

& Move to Pitches 

  Set Up Metal Goals, Pitch 6 

Pitch Cones and YDP 

Equipment Bag 

 Bring back all equipment form 

pitch and Bring Back 1 Goal & 

Pack down 

Prep x2 Goals 

& Move to Pitches 

  Set Up Pitch 7 Goals & Pitch 

Cones and YDP Equipment Bag 

 Bring back all equipment form 

pitch and Bring Back 1 Goal & 

Pack down 

Prep x2 Goals 

& Move to Pitches 

  Bring back all equipment form 

pitch and Bring Back x2 Goals 

& Pack down 

  

Prep x2 Goals 

& Move to Pitches 

  Bring back all equipment form 

pitch and Bring Back x2 Goals 

& Pack down 

  

Prep x2 Goals 

& Move to Pitches 

  Bring back all equipment form 

pitch and Bring Back x2 Goals 

& Pack down 

  

Mark Pitches & 

Risk Assessmett 

  Bring back all equipment form 

pitch and Bring Back x2 Goals 

& Pack down 

  

Assemble x4 

Mini Goals & 

Move to 

Pitches 

  Bring back all equipment form 
pitch and Bring Back Fold 

away 4 Mini Goals 

  

Assemble x4 

Mini Goals & 

Move to 

Pitches 

  Bring back all equipment form 

pitch and Bring Back Fold away 

4 Mini Goals 

  

Move Metal Goals & Set 
up Parent 

Barriers 

  Parent Barriers   

Move Metal Goals & 
Hot Drinks 

  Supervise Loading Shed & 
Order and Collect Pizzas 

  

Check and Prep 
Equipment 

  Ensure all the BBC’s are in the 
correct bags 
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Set Up Timings: Pack Down Timings: 

 
Before 8:30am - Arrive       12.25pm - Supervise players to 

8.30am - Begin Jobs                        pack away 

9.00am - Finish Jobs                                      12.30pm - End of AM Session 

9.05am – Meeting                                        1.05pm - Take equipment to shed 

9.15am - Equipment to pitches.                   1.10pm - Do pack down job 

9.20am - Begin Arrival activities     1.30pm - Eat Pizza’s & Leave 
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SATURDAY & SUNDAY AM LATE FINES 
 

Arrive before 8.30am = On time 

 

If you are late (between 8:31am – 8:45am) the current system is the spin the 
punishment wheel. If you arrive after 8:45 it will be a £10 fine and a spin of the wheel. 
 
Current punishments on the wheel are: 
 
 

- £5 Fine 
- Take one for the team 
- Sing a song (2 mins) 
- Pack down all mini goals (as well as your own pack down job) 
- Pack down first arrivals job (as well as your own pack down job) 
- Lap of the park (2 mins MAX) 
- 15 Burpees 
- Free pass 
- Coaches choice 
- Sanities all equipment 

 
 

These can be added to at any time by coaches!  
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MONTHLY ROTA 

 
You can give your availability for all of for the forthcoming month(s) via the website. 

The Rota will be made from the availability given, you will receive an email asking you 

to confirm you can work or notifying you you’re on the waiting list. If you do not 

confirm within 2 days your role will be given to the standby list. 

 
 

ROLE OF A TEAM COACH 
 

Responsible for communicating fixtures using FA Matchday App. Fixtures must be 

Communicated a month in advance. 

 
U9-11 squads: If a squad has more than 10 players available, creating a Rota so that 

10 players are selected in the matchday squad and those not selected are chosen to 

play in the next match. 

 
You must honor and respect the fact that our school sessions are essential for us to 

operate teams. Each team coach must do the school session properly and arrive early 

and liaise with the School PE teachers about the session and the kids. Some of these 

schools will require a register which can be taken via the website. 

 
Team Training Session. These sessions MUST stick to the format that we’ve stipulated. 

Please send a session plan to the website by midday of the day of your session. This is 

to ensure we are sticking to the format we said we would be. 
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Keep track of all results and goal scorers via the Results WhatsApp group and the 

match online match report on the FA Matchday App. 

 
A team outing must be arranged every season for each team by the team coach. This 

involves selecting an entertaining group activity possibly including a meal, arranging it 

with plenty of notice given to the parents. Preferably not to clash with the Football 

School’s sessions. Calculate the costing and collect money off the children/parents to 

cover the cost of the outing.
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